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The noise research department of a leading security technology organisation commissioned Generator
Associates to provide an 800Kva silent diesel generator solution to power their off air exhauster units. The
service, quality product, and competitive price they receive has led to a longstanding partnership.
March 2009
As the specialists in generator and UPS hire, sales, leasing and maintenance, Generator Associates were chosen to
provide a research department with an 800Kva diesel generator solution complete with bunded fuel tank and cabling.
The client required the equipment to test their off air exhauster units, & initially were looking for a short term
solution, so Generator Associates provided the equipment on hire, with the client benefiting from the standard, value
added services such as the 24/7 emergency call out and regular maintenance.

The high quality service the client

received led them to continue to use Generator Associates on a continuing long-term basis, until a decision is made
regarding upgrading their mains supply. At this stage Generator Associates will provide various auxiliary products.
Generator Associates hire & service teams are one of the largest in the UK. The quality hire products and transport
facilities alongside their first class customer service and market knowledge means they offer one of the highest quality
and cost effective generator hire services in the country. By using their own transport and service engineers, they
offer hire clients a rapid response and expert service nationwide.
This particular client has both governmental and commercial organisations as customers, and like many others cannot
afford to let their service or projects fall behind just because mains power providers are unable to install the required
level of power for months or years on end. They needed to be proactive and ensure they could perform at all times.
They hire a range of generators from 50-1500Kva in individual sets, but can synchronise various sets to achieve much
greater power such as 3000Kva. They also offer a range of auxiliary equipment including bunded fuel tanks, cable,
distribution equipment, trailers and security containers.

They provide generators to clients in various industries

including manufacturing, services, construction, utilities, events, telecommunications and offshore. Keep an eye on
www.generatorassociates.com for more details.
Whether it is a diesel, petrol, gas or bio fuelled generator or UPS hire, sales or rental you require, Generator
Associates can offer sound advice and cost-effective solutions to exceed your expectations.
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For further information please contact:
Claire Sinclair. Tel: 01623 624005. Email: claire.sinclair@generatorassociates.com
Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in
all aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply a range of generators from 1kw to 3000kva, and offer leasing
packages to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, generating low fixed monthly rentals. Generators available for
hire include 50Kva, 80Kva, 100Kva, 150Kva, 200Kva, 250Kva, 300Kva, 350Kva, 400Kva, 450Kva, 500Kva, 600Kva, 800Kva,
1000Kva, 1250Kva, 1500Kva amongst others. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply, finance, and
maintain a wide range of generators and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO, Cummins, GenAss, F.G
Wilson, and Pramac.
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